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Abstract
This study aims to explore the perceptions and ideas about hand-drawn batik designs as a fashion wear in the Klang Valley area, Malaysia from two perspective: experts’ ideas and youth perceptions. The study collected data through qualitative interviews, with informants ranging from batik experts and judges at batik competitions to academicians, and a quantitative survey administered to 375 students as its approach in data collection. In this study, a semi-structured interview was carried out with batik experts to explore the development of the hand-drawn batik industry while a five-point Likert scale questionnaire was administered to 375 student respondents aged 19 – 25 in order to identify their perception over hand drawn batik apparel. The outcome reveals different perceptions about the local hand-drawn batik as an apparel, including issues surrounding the aesthetic in design, which is a major influence in the use and selection of hand-drawn batik apparel.
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Introduction
In the scholarship of cultural apparel around the world, revived interest in clothing research has become a main area of research in the field of anthropology and culture (Hansen 2004). In the view of Marxism and the Western capitalist movement, alongside popular culture, scholars argued traditional attire and its identity have faced challenges as changes took place and emerging fashions replaced traditional ones (Breward, 1998;
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